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Video still from ‘Mud Variations’



Mud, the realm of the amphibious and the noble byproduct of earth and water. Fluctuations in 
proportions determine if its plasmatic existence turns liquid or it becomes solid in sun and wind. 
Shifts in its composition permit or deny endurance. Mud has a life, a spectrum of being and the 
capacity to document. The gobs and voids form an archive of memories.

Earth (Clay) as color-coded balls are a tenuous and archaic method of bureaucracy. The buried 
archives of mud are generally reserved for preserving the dead or recording testimony of the physical 
world. It proved a frivolous attempt to organize these unruly tools and extensions of memory.

Clay balls were used as receipts in ancient Mesopotamia as a way of ensuring the goods they 
contained. Inside the hardened clay were tokens that represented the type and quantity of the goods. 
They were delivered in trade arrangements only to be opened for checking the inventory at the time 
of exchange. 

Improvised musical score by Eck Sierra.

Mud Variations (video 8 minutes 54 seconds) 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sv8Y-pWdvXA

Process documentation images



Video stills from ‘Mud Variations’



Video still from ‘Evidence of Friction’



A large concrete cylinder wrapped in canvas and fastened 
by a chain to the undercarriage of a car. Gradually, as it was 
dragged in perpetual centrifugal motion over a dirt lot, the 
weight of the concrete engraved a thick circular groove 
into the dirt. The fabric that covered the concrete wore 
down where the weight rested becoming a document of 
the event, a text, texture and textile.

Evidence of Friction (video 5 minutes 53 seconds) 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Egj781-5lBkProcess documentation images



Augmented reality digital print 2018



This collection started as an experiment on the temporary text and textures of an urban 
environment; how they relate to the individuals who operate around them. As a collection of 
clothing, the garments were created to mimic the varying degrees of permanence or ephemerality 
of a cityscape visually by the patterns of the textiles and physically by the methods of construction. 
The long linen straps along with the prints of road lines and tape are residue of the perpetual 
alterations to a cityscape and the people who exist in that same space.

Textile printing by Matilda Rose Moore.

Underwear Surrender Flag (fashion collection) 2018

Above photo courtesy of Daniele Fummo



Using the context of an urban 
environment as the consistently 
adapting habitat, the work is forming 
events while the accompanying clothing 
become semiotic; communicating and 
documenting. In the same way we read 
the clothing of the people we meet in 
order to understand their personalities, 
roles and intentions. The clothing in 
this collection have formed a figurative 
text by bringing together various 
garments, patterns and textures with 
varying perspectives and histories.

The title, Underwear Surrender Flag refers 
to a hypothetical event of improvised, 
spontaneous communication through 
the medium of fabric. The surrender 
flag as an artifact, carries a universally 
understood message without using 
explicit text or symbols. Refering to a 
circumstance where the immediacy of 
speech is needed in a visual form.

The interactions between people 
and the fleeting improvisations to 
the built environment provoked a 
series of events which amplified, 
suspended, or altered the 
interactions. 

Process documentation images



Down Press Down 
(performance and installation)

With Gillies Adamson Semple and 
Harry Smithson at 
Basic Mountain, Edinburgh Art Festival, 
2016

Pawing through the urban scraps 
of daily urban life and securing 
the artifacts to the ends of wooden 
dowels to be primitive paintbrushes to 
conduct experiments on the already 
well established apects of physics. 
With contact mics secured to various 
parts of the structure, the vibrations of 
the performance were magnified as a 
document of sound.

Artifacts and details from the installation shown above



‘Down Press Down’ Performance documentation by Samuel Kelly



Street Bed Receipts 
(augmented reality digital prints) 2019

Beds scattered around the streets of Paris are discarded for different reasons, 
they hold an imprint for a body, slowly making the indentation over time like 
clothing, that endures the friction of daily life. The mattresses become intimate 
artifact that frames a specific duration from the people who previously owned 
them. 

The surface of the bed works as a receipt, for a duration rather than 
instantaneous event.

Ephemeral codes and traces from the temporary scaffolding that facilitate the 
endless repair and restoration of the city’s surface.



How does rudimentary administrative 
paperwork work as a human system 
of interaction?  What happens to the 
tangibility of processes that become more 
virtual?

These images are experiments in the 
physical world that mimic bureaucratic 
processes but change the scale, physicality, 
mobility and environment of the moving 
parts within that system.

Part of the perplexity comes from 
bureaucracy operating with a kind of 
language that offers no flexibility or 
nuance, which are usually inseparable 
from other forms of language. 

Augmented reality digital print 2018



Augmented reality digital prints 2019



Augmented reality digital print 2018



Formed in correlation, rather than chronological 
sequence, these memories focus on the facets of 
dialogue and communication that do not involve 
speech itself but remain in close proximity to the 
vibrations of it. The undefined dust left on the 
chalkboard after it has been erased is semiotic residue, 
the untranslatable, the moments where English fell 
short and the advice un-taken.

The documentation taken from a slow tumble through 
various horizons tries to sync with digital exchanges 
made in the past as well as sounds made in the future.
The verdict will have to come later, as the analysts are 
refusing to work.

Dusty Lingo 
(video 5 minutes 30 seconds) 2019
https://vimeo.com/364476440

Video stills



Video still from ‘Dusty Lingo’



Digital Ricochet 
(video 1 minute 28 seconds) 2020
https://youtu.be/qkc112M2gsw

The details of an interaction that distract me when a 
stranger offers directions or advice, take the space in 
my memory where the actual directions should be. 
These directions I never registered are now performed 
at my request to magnify the untranslatable moments, 
an instructional display to enhance my valuable 
ignorance.

As energy stubbornly refuses to be created or 
destroyed, the synthetic glitches of a video chat scatter 
onward and beyond. They ricochet between time 
zones like fruit bats.

The video captures from Skype a series of directed 
movements. Inspecting without expectation the in-
between residue of dialogue. It harnesses the delays of 
digital communication for unscientific research.

Synchronizing and desynchronizing movements from 
alternate time zones, sticking them all together in a 
disorienting attempt to form a rhythm. I report my 
turbulence back to an elusive base-camp at erratic 
intervals. Video still



Video still from ‘Digital Ricochet’



With a house inspection from our landlady looming in the near 
future, we cut a wormhole into the wall, right above where the 
couch used to be. Moving our bodies from one room to another 
via a new pressure valve where rays of warm and cold light 
exchange, we interacted with forbidden space within our own 
home. 

Validation of our success came with the landlady’s inspection and 
the return of our deposit, concluding the event without a trace.
The video documentation was projected back on to the new 
section of wall that covers the wormhole.

With Harry Smithson
Shown at Brown Cube, London, 2016

Wormhole, Excavation Sternge 
(video 15 minutes 9 seconds)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqERF1TC4CM&t=474s



‘Wormhole, Excavation Sternge’ Photo documentation made in parallel with the video



‘Henri, We’ve Hit a Brick Wall’  Video installation, Lincoln Projects, London, 2017. Image courtesy of Henri Kisielewski.



Henri, We’ve Hit a Brick Wall 
(video 15 minutes 21 seconds)

Performance and video installation
Installed and shown with Harry Smithson in Wot R u Lōkin @
Lincoln Projects, London, 2017

Reviving the ideas from Wormhole, Excavation Sternge the movement 
through new space also concluded with a projection of the 
event back onto the repaired surface of the wall.  The wall was 
decontructed through a very tedious and labor intensive process, 
its repair involved making concrete bricks from wooden moulds. 
Within one of the bricks, we inserted a SD card with footage of our 
bodies standing still as an attempt to fossilize a duration of time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Die0kjz4xIk

Video stills



Holds May Spin (performance) 

Installed and performed with Gillies Adamson Semple and Harry Smithson
at Limbo, London, 2017

‘Holds May Spin’ Performance documentaion image



Navigating our newly constructed plaster facade with ice 
climbing equipment, we hammered and dangled a series of 
improvised routes. The exchange of weight between bodies 
was in a constant state of negotiation facilitated by ropes, gear 
and hardware as we belayed each other while climbing and 
resting vertically.

The surface gradually broke down as the climbing became 
more precarious and the negative space of the holes in the 
wall were highlighted by lights behind the wall. When the 
performance ended, the structure stood blanketed in rubble 
with little surface left to climb. 

‘Holds May Spin’ Performance documentaion images
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